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HrrROUUCTION

Learning to Read--A Cultural Neoeasitz
Never in the history ot man has there been more controvera1
au.rrounding the teaching ot reading. Reading is the "royal road to

l

knowledge"

and

has never been considered 1110r e 1.Jqportant. nor arouaed

1110r• debate than at

the

preMnt tinte.

present is thie st.ate11ent1

Renective ot

the

thinking at

"Reading i• our most important educational

tool."2 However, the ability to read has always

been

Talued by people

whose cultural development has advanced beyond the mere rudiment• ot
civilised life. Reading is prised tor utilitarian reasons and al.,
tor the ability it giwe for one to reassess
heritage of his society.

and

respond to the cultural

Much ot what man knows and nnaet know will

come to him through the vicarious experience ot reading.
'nle strong emphasis placed upon the pr�per, adequate instruction
ot reading in the achoole ot Ariaerica has always been

and

continues to be

an indication or the value placed upon the subject by our generation.
In the final anal,yaia, the survival o! America muat depend upon a literate

1auth Strang, Constance M. McCullough and Arthur �. Traxler,
The Impro•••nt ot Reading (4th ed.J New Yorks Mdlrn Hill Sook Co�a�,
1967), P• 4.
2i.earn1n,g �Read, A Report ot • Conference ot Reading Experts
(Princeton, N.J.1 Educational TeatiqJ Sertice, 1962), p. 15.
l

2
people who can and

will think for themselveSJ who are tul.ly cognizant

of the i.ntplicationa o! history, and who• through discrimination and
insight knows and is able to reaiat propagama.
prerequisite tor

Literacy is a

the conwunication between peoples or the world which,

through cooperatiYe endea�rs hope.tul.l.y will build a better and lllOre
peace.tul world.

CnAPTtlt I

CAUSATIVi:; AND ASSOCIATIVE FAC'roRS

INVOLV.W

IN R:'WlnU DISABILITY
P!?ysiological Iasis
Learning to read requirss the introduction or numerous experiences
tor the child who, by actu.lly living through the events, either directl,y
or vicariously, samples and incorporates thm into hia frame ot reference.
Any physical condition or defect which restricts or alters the inclusion
ot theee

nacaasar;y

experiences hir¥iers learning.

General Physical Conditions
Many studies have been done which explore the relationship
ot reading disability to vitamin deficienciea, glandular dysfunction,
hemoglobin variations, nerve dieordera, nutritional and circulatory
probleras and heart conditions.

Similar etudiea have dealt with rheunsat,ic

fever, poor teeth, rickete, asthma, adenoida, infected toneUe and
tuberoulo81s.

To illustrate, John80n found that 65 per cent of the

reading disability cases in a reading clinic
illnes98s.

1

had

had serious or recurring

M•teer reported that nUniin deficiencies may be aseociated

1i�arjorie Johnson, 11A Stud7 of Uiagnostic and Raedial
Procedures in a Reading Clinic Laboratory School•" Journal of Educational
Reaearc�, XXXXVIII (April, 1955), PP• 565-578.
3

4

with reading

l

disabillt.y.

good readers h ad an

Harris

observable

found that mre poor readers tb8n

endocrine imbalance. 2 nateer

that the under-tunctionina of the
of

reading retardation.

She

dysfunction may cause speech
retardation, notor

thyroid

Cavanaugh

deficiency

physical maturity.
tor

gland

111ay be

a

tound

connon �wse

further proposed that the pituitary
detects, eye

disturbances, intelloctual.

inco-ordin ati on , and reversal tendencies.3

In a report dealing
California,

pituitaey

also

with

600 children in Santa Barbara County,

found that 18 per cent had

a au.fticiently

severe

to result in two to three years of retardation in
His

results state that tbJroid deficiency accounts

75 per cent of all behavior, performance, and social-adjustment

problems

in

4

children.

Upon examinat.ion of blood samples from thirt.y pupils who
to learn to read, Emes
cell

formation

abnormal

rosulting

found that one-fitt.h of the group had abnomal
were lov in he11t<>globin.

and one-third

cell formation

to reading tailure was not

frOl"Q lov hemoglobin is

brain's supply

of

£ailed

oxygen is

suspected

determined

by

The relation

explored

but

in the second case.

the level

of

an81llia
As

the

of hemoglobin, this

1Florence Mateer, "A Jt'iret Study of Pituitary D,ye!tmction in
Cases of Reading Dif'ticulty, Psychological Bulletin, XXX:II (N ovember,
1935), P• 736.
n

2Albert

New Yorks

J. Harris, How to Increase neadi!ll Abilitz,
J..o ngmans, Graen arid' COt11pany, 1956), p. 2L'.4.

(3rd ed.J

3
Jc'lorence Mateer, "A First Stud1 of Pituitary Dysfunction in
Cases of Reading Ditticulty," Psychological Bulletin, XXXII (November,
1935), P• 736.
4
1,yman Cavanaugh, "Reading llebavior \lith Hegard for :�ocrine
Imbalances," Implementing the Process of Reading, Thirteenth Yearbook of
lle ge Heading COnterenCe', Claremont, 1948, PP• 95-102.
the Claremont Co

deficiency has been tound to
l
auditory acuity.

be

related to lessening ot "lisual and

Watts exa11tinod twenty children at Fresno State College and found
that

six

of the retarded readers had nutritional and digestive problems.

five had respiratory and heart disorders, two suttered from glandular
2
imbalance and two had nervous dieorders.
'l'his evidence presented as to the relat.ionahip ot reading
�"ven

retardation to physical. malfunction must be viewed with caut;ion.

though there ia a relationship• it has not been established as th• causal
relationahip.

However,

such evidence should

serve

as a warning

to

teachers of reading to give special attent.ion to the phpical condition
ot pupils

who experience

realding d1tticult7.

Such a cautious lttitude

is renected by Burt who indicated that bodily weaknesses

and

ill

health are generally contributory rather than basic causes ot reading
J
disability.
Visual Factors
Very important to the reading process is the ability o! the
child to see dynamically

and

clearly, coordinating both eyes precisely

arxi exactly along the printed lines.

A

clear retinal image is very

l.r homas Ea:lles, "The W..ood Picture in Reading Failures,"
Journal 2! Educational Pychology, llXXIIII (October, 19$3}, PP• 372-75.
2i>hyllls

�latte, "An Application of Clinical Diagnost.ic Techniqtaea
in the Clal!l arooJll Situation tor the Improvnent of Heading at the College
Leval," Journal 2! r..dtacational Research, IXXXII (March, 1949) • PP• 51.3-524.
J
Cyril Burt, The Backward Child (Lorxions University ot
London Press, 1937), P:-110.

6
important tor perceiving letters ot similar oontiguration. Lett.era
"Perceiving and conceptualizing

become blurred and word 11teanings are contused.
are basic to W¥ierstanding and re.tl.ecting."
The ability

aee printed words

to

1

18

a learned process. By learning

to make adjustments in his toci.aa !rOlll distant point.a to t.he page o!

a

2
book in hia hand-accommodation and convergence -• child ia learning
do t.he kind of seeini

110

necessary in readi�. Aleo leamed is the

ability to hold the letters

1n

tocua lthUe using

in each eye to turn the e19 inward just enouah
printing double.

All

to

81.x

from

left.

to

little eye muscles

keep

this must be acoo111pl111hed while

along the printed line

to

�

b-<>111

JIJOTi.111

the

both eyes

right. WhU• uatering the physical

aspects or the task, the child 11uat get meaning trom the words arxl
sentences on the page.
The ability of the •T•

to

conYerge or tocua on the printed word

ia usually lacking in children under four years of age. However, most
children have acquired it by the age ot five. Ehle• found

no

fiTe-year-old

child, in his study of 899 children, vho scored below the rd.ni111 um of
3
binocular accommodation which he corusidered eaaential tor reading.
l
ftutb Strang, Diynoatio Teaehin,g 2! R8adi.n& (New Yorks
McGraw-Hill &ok Comp81\Y, 1964), P• 164.
2Helen M. Hobin.son ak'ld Charles B. Huelsman, Jr., "Visual
Efficiency and Progress in Learning to ltelld.1" in Helen N. Robinson (ed.),
Clinical Studies in Reading, II, Supplementary �ucational l·bnographs,
no. 11 (ch!cagoa University ot Chicago Presa, 1953), p. 41.

3

Thomas H. Eaea, "AccoJ'll"lk)dation in School Chlldrena Aged
Five, Six, Seven and Eight Years," American Journal!'?.! Ophthmo loq,
LI

(June,

1961),

PP•

1255-$7.

7
host children eaail.y make all the adjustl!aent.s necessary.

Some,

however, when they have dif!icul ty in fusing the images with both eyes,
suppress vision in one eye.

Others learn to disregard distant vision

and focus more on near point, as one must do in reading.
thus beooNe myopic, but they are often good readers.

"These children

The children who

cannot adjust to the difficulties and dis001Jtf'orts of close seeing tind
the viaual task so difficult that they give up trying to read."

l

Although many studies have establ ished types of subnormal
vision, evidence about the relation between reading performance and
eye defects is inconclusive.

-

There are 11uuv possible explanatiorun

First of all, individuals vary in their eensitivity"J
a small detect that does not bother one person may
block another in his efforts to read.
Second, sof!18 individuals are more highly niotivated
than others; they learn to read despite villtlal
defects. Or a student may rise above the limitations
ot his visual handicap during a teat but not for
longer periods of at1Jd¥.
Again, certain visual .factore that are closely rttlated
to reading may not have been COlllplet.ely defined; exist
ing instrumante may not measure theme
Moat studies hava considered only separate fMctors
rather than patterns or syndromes ot visual detects.
Although visual difticultiaa may hinder a student in
learning to read, correction of tha does not in it
selt ensure success. There still remains t.he tallk
of teaching him to read.2

1ttuth Strang, Diagnostic Teaching

!1.!,

Reading, p.

164.

2
Ruth Strang, Constance M. McCullough and Arthur r;. Traxler,
,!h! Improvement 2£. Reading (New Yorks McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1967),
P• lB.

8
Auditory and Speech Difficulties
Children who have experienced a degree of hearing loss are
handicapped in learning to read in direct relation to the SlilOWlt ot oral
instruction in their classroom.
d.1.fferencea

In a study Bond found significant

in hearing between good and poor readers in the second and

third grades,

and

reported

�t.

partly deaf children were seriously

handicapped in progress in classe:s in which oral-phonetic methods were
stressed, but made norl'IJ81 progress in classes which etresaed visual
teaching materials

and

silent reading.

1

Thia study and its reall.ts

reinforce the importance of teaching each child using JNterials and
methods which are titted to his individual capabil.ities
Children respond to a hearing loss in the
visual impairment.

same

and

l.iri11tations.

ways that they

do

Some make full use of their weakened sense by

utilizing it fully through strict concentration.

Others, poRsibly

because other prerequisites for good readers are also lacking, are
inattentive and therefore their hearing dieability is much more damaging.
The majoriiyr of children who experience somewhat impaired hearing
refiect a le8•ning of acuity across the range of pitches nomall.y heard
by the human ear.

Others show lose only

hearing loss ot

to 10 decibel• is nomal; a loaa of 10 to

up

is probably a handicap; a loss of over

l

in

20

the upper b-equenciea.

decibels ia

al.most

20

"A

decibels

certain to

Bond, "Auditory and Speech Characteristics ot Poor
Jeadera," Contributions to Education, 657 (New Yorka Bureau of !'ubllcat.ione,
Teachers College, Colunib!8 University, 1935).
Guy L.

9
handicap a

child

in

accompanied by sonae indistinctness in

Those
defective a

1

have a

udito ry

in turn '!lay
case.

who

hinder

t i�

also

degree

of

discririination,

word

possiblG for

a

words the sounds he hears.

is

a

vit

al

to success

reading.tt

reading--auditory

Mental

is under

It seems

language

or

sounds

Albert
I.ongmans, Green

J.

the
in

difficult

to perceive as

ithin the
a a

"This

c p city

development of oral cor.wunication

and also

perceiving correctly.

visual

in

auccesa in

inat ion,

discrilll

n

investigators."

begiming

range

n has

been

of

ranked first

3

Processes

of intelligence as JX>Sseae'9d by a hUJSan

d ispute. However, "three

frequently in definitions are that it involves
1

llhich

al:ways

bake and cake.
-

"Of the four factors

The exact meaning

nt

ia not

mental age--auditory d scrimi atio

Psychological and

emmciation

poor

Te�s may prove his hearing is w

discrimination,

in 1.Mportance by s everal

poi

or

incapable ot
2

in

e

i

in.formation, and

at this

o

'ISe.Y .also experience

H wev r, this

various

prerequisite to the
in

lting

usually

He cannot distinguish botween soums

either to di s tingu ish

normal range but he is

res u

loss

is

child who has acute hearl ng to experience

similar words such as care and car
him

hearing

recognition.

auditory indiscrimination.

for

t uations , and
speech.Al

hearing in classroom s i

ideas

that occur ntOat

ability to

Harris, How to Increase Reading

and Co., 19ID',p. 24b.

being

deal effectively

.Abill ty (Nev Yorio

2Joseph Wepman, "Nature of Etfect.1.ve Speech in Oral He8ding,"
Aspects !?.! Heading, Supplezrientary •W.ucational Nonographe, no. 82

Oral
ecr.-by Helen ; : .
pp.

J0-35.
3Ruth

Robinson (Chicago&

University of Chicago Press,

Strang, Diagnostic Teaching 2!

w
l adil'Y5,1

p.

181.

1955),

10
with abstractions,
situations."

to

learn, and to respond appropriately in

new

l

The degree of relationship between intelligence as measured

by

an 1ndiv1.dual verbal teat such aa Stanford-Binet and a test of readin g
performance tends

to

correlate in

the neighborhood o f .6o to .10.

In

the primary 7ev-s, the degree ot correlation between group intelligence
teats which eraplo.Y oral directions and the uee of pictures to a-.oid
reading and teats ot reading performance is sinsUar to those ot the
Binet.

Verbal group intelligence tests as testing

fourth grade up tend
ranging

tro"

•

to

ha-.e higher correlations

dnicee from the

Vi.th

reading soorea.

70 to about .85 while the so-called normtrbal o r

language group teata have much lower
generally ranging between .20 to

non-

oorrel..tion• vith r•.tina tests.

.4o.

2

From these tacts, it is obYioua that a certain modicum ot
ability and understanding ia required in order that the individual 111ay
respond with meaning to printed symbols.

to

build that children

w1 th

Yely

a relati

Howrntr, evidence continues
low order of intellectual

ability haw been taught to read while t.eacbers continue
to

•h¥ youngster• with autt1c1ent

•rd

to

be puzzled

•11

otten superior intellectual abiliV

tail to tultill their axpectationa.
As one would expect, achieventent should be evaluated in terms

l

Albert J. Harrie, "Intellectual and Perceptual Development.•

�

Re.tinge 2.2 Readifll Inst.ruction
Darld McKay Compa�, Inc., 1963

2

ed.
• P•

by

47.

Albert J. Harris

(Nev

York a

1.n

Florence Goodenough, "The Mdsure ot Mental Growth 1n Childhood,"
, ed. by Leonard Carmichael,
Yorks
Manual !?!. Child Ps1cholo

�

John Wiley & Sona, Inc..

9.54).

PP•

470-77.

2rd ed. (New

11
of a criterion ot ability.

It

would not be reasonable to consider a

reader retarded if he wore achieving commensurate with his capacities,
even though hia intellect was poor or average.
American children have an I.Q. ot below

90.

l

About
Since

25

per cent of all

thia is the case,

these children would not be classified aa reading disability oases 1.t
they 111ere reading on a level in k•ping with their ability.
basis, level of intelligence, in and ot iteelt,

cannot

On this

be judged a

cause of reading disability.
There is always a possibility of error f'l"om the best intellig ence
test8 available administered under the most carefully controlled. conditiona.
Therefore, it ia best to give each student the best possible reading
program and observe his actual response.
Reading readineaa, aa a concept el.osel.y related to intellectual
maturity and success is worth7 of discussion as a causative and
associative factor in reading disability.

While the eritphasis is upon

prevention, rather than remediation, teachers increasingly realize that
a readiness program should be constantJ..y keyed to promote a good
adjuetment to school and teacher, if reading progress is to be satisfactory.
Introduction of formal reading be.tore a child has reached pbyaical
readiness, possesses certain basal language abilities, displays social
and emotional maturities, and possesses enough of

an

experiential background

to acquire perceptual meaning trom situations result• in a program
fraught w1 th danger

to the child at that point o! his dev elopment, and

l

Albert Harris, How to Increase Read.ins Ability
Longmans, Green and Co ••
P•

T96U,

21.

(New

York:

12
will

have 1.raplications which may restrict him throQghout his entire

school career.
A program which emphasizes and values "reading readiness"
as a developmental step in learning to read would attempt

to do

the

following1
le
Provide experiences which would enrich and widen
the child's understandings of the world around hint

through excursions outside of school and work w1 thin
school.

2.

l<"urniah opoortunity for the child to relate language

to experience, to build his vocabulary, and to improve

his auditory and visual- discrinsination.

Present every type of creative axpresaion and
experience, and dsvelop manipulative power.

3.

4.

Build emotional stabilit1.

5. Initiate group experiences, with ma� opportunities
tor planning, setting standards, ar¥i living happily
and co-o peratively vith others.
6.

Help the ahlld become self-reliant and niature.

l

Educational Methods
Inadequate or ineffective educational methods have alao been
thought

a

cause of disability in reading.

For example, the use of

inappropriate reading materials or the 1utroduot1on of .f'om•l readina
before maturity of the child would warrent it ignores the individuality
of the child upon which

l

so

much of' the suoceas of reading is b•aed.

Beatrice Bradley, "An Experimental Study of the .Readirutsa
Albert
.Approach to Reading," Relldi s on Readi!!I Instruction ed.
DaV!d cK
p. 78.
Harris (New Yorka
C0111pany, Ilic.,

J�

�

� ay

196]�,

by

A

13
part of the child development theory, the principle ot pacing should
operate through procedures which permit the child to progress at hie

own

inherent rate or growth.
Various "systems" of reading iMtruction have been developed
as aids or tools tor the teacher of reading.
teaching (either a visual,
kinaesthetic,

No one o:f then pl•na for

word family approach, visual motor, phonic,

or variation ot any) has proved completel.3 eff'ective

without consideration of tho person who uaee them.

The best methods would

probabl.,Y fail in the hands of an un8ld.lled person, arxi perhapa
r11ethodology would

no

formal.

be needed when the person teaching is int,eJ.ligent,

skilled, and underatands children in their rel.at.ion

to

reading.

As

the

tendency grows in education to view the individual as a maturing and
developing organism, there 1s relatively less stress on specified
techniques ot teaching and greater concern with providing children with
rich and expanding experiences at the til!le when their maturity and
their arising interests desi�e and need a•tistaction.

The view that the

lack or provision for the latter is of greater consequence in
etultitying satisfactory and successful learnings, is gaining as cendance
over the notion that there are

ineradicable errors corrmdtted by inefficient

teaching techniques that block the possibility of success.
Heading experts agree "that there is

no

one book,

am

its brand

of teaching reading, that is so superior to all others as to render it
imperative for school systems to adopt exclusively that on• book and

1

brand of teaching as oonstJ.tuUng their entire reading program."

1r..e arning _!2 Read,
(Princeton,

N.J.t

A Report of a Conference of Reading Experts

&iucational Testing Service,

1962), P• 17.

baotional and Social Adjuatlltent
There is a growing recognition or

t,ha

relationahip which exist.a

betwe.n failure to learn to read and .-notional and eocial adjustment of
the child.

While disagreement persists as to which is cause and which

is effect, clinicians have 110re often taken the position that 9111otional
maladjustment has produced reading disabilities.

Other equally qualified

1nTestigatora feel that unsocial and er•tic behnior has come about by
repeated failure in tha reading tallkJ that tension and conflict are due
to the lack of succeae in reading.

Remedial people in the field ot

reading ha•e noted th•t invariably there are p8raon•l1ty disturbances
accolllJ>•nying reading disability and at times therapy must be wxiertaken
before any correction of the reading problem 1a possible.
Rxcept for the case study approach by clinic• and psychiatric
persons dealing with 1nd1Vi.dual case• of emotional adjustment.a ot disabled
readers, studies have not o n the whole usually been COftlPlete o r penet.rating.
In

Chapter III, the relationship of personality and the aal.f' concept to

success in reading is a topic tor extenai ve t.reatment.
�ultiplioity of Factors
�Jiagnostic procedures vould be comparativel,y easy for the classroom
teacher

and

the clinician or remedial specialist alike if one could look

for one causative or associative factor.

However, this is rarely the

case but rather • number ot these factors in combination, or in particular
constellations, have caused the disability in reading.

For example, in

a study or the reading difticultiee of eighty-three children rated by
experienced teachers, it waa tound that 76 had, in the past been using

lS

inappropriate reading
early,

h4

�aterials, 59

corrected

had

un

physical

had been
defects.

nip,ht, h2 had physical cl.etio1enciea,
h•bits,

33

29

environment,
lan�uage

emotional

experienced

had experienced

development,

13

much outside school, 8

intro duced to

42 had insufficient

dif!iculties,

meager

experiential
were

handed or

ehowed lack

h•lf of the

a

changed hands, and 2

children had five c;;r

rest at

poor home

gaps in their schooling, 23 had

limited powers of concentration, 4

had

32 had

tl)()re

interior

WC'rk.ing too

backgrounds, 5 had

contused because of being

of

these

too

ea t ing

37 had poor diets or poor

were extreroely n&rvous, 12 were

had

readin g

of

effort.

Viore

handicaps e.tch.

left

than

1

Certain prerequisites underlie both product and

pr1)cesa. That ia, the indiYi.dual 111ust possess
distinct physical, mental, lingu18tio, perBOnal1ty,
and environmental advantage s if he is to realize
his reading potential. Their presence or absence
makes it either easy or difficult {or a te•cher to
be successtlll in teaching reading.

1Jertrude ��1pple, "itomedial Programs in Helation to Basic
Programs of Readilli, 1.Q.ementar,y School Journal, XLIV (September, 1944),

PP• 525-535.

11

cm

2Ruth Strang, !!!!, I rovem ent Pl.
HoOraw-Hill Book Coiapany, 19 7), P• 16.

Reading,

4th ed. (New Yorks

CH.APT� ll

A SEARCH FOR S fil.F

Self' is i!lportant in both theoret.icu and empirical foundations.
The theoretical conat.ruct

ot

selt is ot appropriate concern both to

social psychology and ph1loeoph7 circles. Descartes, discuaaing

t.he

"cogito" or thinking substance of self, presented the original idea
which vae later supported by such philoaopbera as Locke, Hume, Leibnitz•
and

Beckele7. Lecky and later Rogers adopted the eel! concept as ot

prime inlportance in the

a;yat.

tor nondirective counseling. Cl.1nical

records show the importance of selt pictures and self-acceptance and
rejection. However, "this concept is probably of eqwal importance in
the area
as

of

education, particularly in

the

1110re personal aspects such

reotivation, purposea, goals and adjustment which, in the final

analysis, are the foundations upon which school and out-of-school
1
succese and failure must ultimately rest."
r"'ro�

9Vidence presented in

many

studies, conclusions

may

be

drawn that the self' is of prime i.Jnportance in behavior and that a great
deal of behavior is dependent upon a good perl!IOn&l and social adjustment
or lack of it. Since then are intangible qualities, they cannot be
1aeorge J. HouJ.¥, PazcholoEQ' tor Effective Teaching
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 196i), p.4).
16
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apprE.aed, measured, •nd diagnosed by ord.inary ability and achievenient
tests.
A

recurring theme

1n

research today ie the relationahip ot

v•lues, emotions, interest1, attitudes

and mental

eet,

and

the innuenoe

or effect these atate1 have on perception or on pertorreanoe in reading.
It appears that interest in research cent.era has turned ava;r from
intelligence ae it relates

t.o

the reading process.

Scbonell states,

"It ia fair to say that our interpretation of inettective visual-perceptual
habits 1• nov largely in tems ot personality 111aladju.tment, together
with 1neffect1Te training, rather than spec11'1c mental weaknesa ..l
•

Hartmann, McDonald, and Spache alllO exprese belief that l•ck ot self
confidence, lack or ego strength, tear, and hostillt;r do have an
influence on the perceptual and r•ading process.
Description � � Self Concept
'rhe self

as a .fr•roe of raference grows aa al.owly and as 1urely

as the child grows.
experience•
behavior.

he has

It grows out of and in direct relation to tho ..

had with adults as the1 reapond to hi111 and

It is therefore closely related

recognition and self eatHm.

to

to

hie

needs for approval,

In such a dependent posi'tion, the child

is constantly on the defensive, guarding his a.it concept from attack.
As experiences come, the child tenda

to

interpret th• .t'roM insight.

1i1aurice U. Woolt, ttt:go Strength and Reading Disability," in
� Philo• hical � Sooiol cal aa .. a !! Readi , ed. by Sric L.
Thurston a Lawrence E. He ner l·1lwaukeea The ational Reading
Conference, Inc., 1965), p. 73.

na

�
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in

an

have

e.tabliabed

l• u

w�,

and lua

Andenon

t.he• perMU with

ohoioea

-... be ceae• 1n oontao"

•• \o hew tbe1 will reapend t. lWI.

st.tea t.h•t

"the Hl.f-oGnaep\

OJ"

The

or

iaaae 18 OOllpoeed

"•111' pans, w eaeh part. 1• ooace1ved ot u hlrf'in& both atruotun and
tuDo\1on or •• hnina .no-7 and

b7 the

t•t

that

pereou

l
ph.1e1oloa."

oOllMive of

Thia

the oraana Md

UT

be Ulustrated

r•

-be

ot the bod7

-

•• h.nina dU'terent value• while doing d1tteren\ jobtl. \he mu bm.na
dar1919d frOli the

jab done b,y the organ.

t.hat in the realM ot
tuncUon

aa

character

part ot t.be

t.ra1\a that tha7 o•"7 both ton. and

paychological

concept.a, there 1• a heirarchy
le••·

It 1• the opinion � Amer.on

of

a.U-illa1••

As with phyaic&l

t.ra1ta, aoae haY.i.q

peat.er

All oonoept'6al tJd.md.aa re.terrine to "I", "..", or

"bad" or "wroft&" or "aood" or "l"i&ht"

of

the

e:l.&n1ticant

It aut be r...,.ber ed that one doea not

...1.

Tal.u••

"117", i a

.,..

IMICOWltecl

peopl..

the baaic

.it

but rather the oo�•l1•ed •lt which ha• been JIOl.ded by thon people
import.ant, to the

ob1ld.

Thia

proo•••

waa begun lone

1 c..s.ua

be1'ore t.bouaht

K. Anderaon, "The Sel1'-I•s•J a 'lbtlOJ'1 ot the DyMaica
Behanor," in Th• Self in Grovth Teachin& and Learni , ed.

ot
�n

E.

P• 2.

H•achek

Cftncl.iiOOd�Utta, �.J.a

!!f

?reniiae-Rafi,

no.,

by

196.S),
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processes and language patterns had been established, therefore it f'all.•
into the real.l11 ot unlabeled
of concept are

very

and

dti't1cu.1t.

to

unconsoioua o.xperiencea.

Such

patterns

dMl with.

Since dulraoter traits are established over a relatively long
period of t111e, these traita are not lightly aasWMd, but onl,y

80

af'ter repeated demonstrations to the iBliVidual that. auoh behavior is
useful.

After repeated examples or a particular trait has brought certain

results trom a aigniticant peraon, then it ie asab1Uat.ed into the selfconcept.

Those

character traits which are not aat1stying are not

assimilated into the self-concept.
whether

a

It is !unction which detel'!llinea

trait will or will not be included in the self-image.

It is believed that psychological traits are structured to
insure the survival of the child during his period of relative
helplessness.

"Th•

psychic structure may, therefore. by thoUiht or

••

a particular combination or behavioral elaborations developed tor th•
purpose or maintaining lite-- i.e., tor their aurvi.val value• ..i
As previously stated, the psychological sell-image is
formulated early in 11.te based upon the auccesaion of encoWltera wit.h
insportant people who are responsible for the continued
child. Is it

any

eurv1.val

ot the

womer irdividuala cling ao tenacioualy to character

traits they have structured?
i)i.scussions of the fomation of ..ir concept must include
consideration of the basic self, the self that react• with individuals

l

�.,

P•

5.
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to

tom the conceptualized aelt. Considerationa must be made tor those

individuals who aro weak, those at.rongJ those veey intelligent, those
less SOJ those whose bod7 chmiatry is such that they respond• those
vho do not respond

so

readil.7. Sel.! concepts are formed in the field ot

interact.ion betwMn the child and
situation

all

he bri.ngs innately to th•

the aignif'icant individuals in that child's lite.

and

The .first year ot a child'a lite is the most illportant.

from

the

atandpoint of concept development. ii:ach year that paaaea becoa1ea lesa
important up

to

tho years juat. before adolescence. "'nle greater the

sense of helplessness, the more surely will structuralization take
1
place in order to insure aUJ'Tival." Structurlll.ization or concepts do
not cease but are fonited in response

to

.teelinga

of

helpleaanea••

a person reels inadequate or dependent, it is po�aible for him

to

learn. "The individual unconsciously build his self-attitudes

to

When

renect the love, acceptance and contidenc�r lack of these qualltiea-
shown him by his parents and significant othera."2
Definition o!

Tenna

Several terms used in this study ahould have an explanation
definition

at

this

point.

The concept of sel.t refers

to

that i.Jitage each person has ot

himael! as a wrl.que person, different. from
pertains

to

l

and

nery

other a.:l.!. The selt

both a person•• peysic.i eel! 1.l'llage and p91cholog1cal ael.t'

�.,

P•

7.

2Isabel Gill.he "Sel.t'-concept •nd Re9ding," ,!h! Reading
Teacher (December, 1967�, p. 270.
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image. Neither the phyeic-1 nor the pqchological

im�•

i• ever more

than vaguely accurate.
Personality, as it relates
reacting selt.

to

self, may

It is the organization of the

meet the unique want•

and

be

defined as the

ael.1'

by individuals

abilities of the unique individual.

to

A

person's adjustments or 11aladju8tmenta are what they are because the
•elf is reacting as it perceives the world to

be.

"The person-3.ity •

self develops is probably the most inaport.ant bJ'-product ot the self's
encounter with the world, tor the personality is the part.icular
adjustl:lent the self has learnecf

to

make

to

l
the conceiYed world. "

The int.elllgence quot.ient is interpreted to be the ratio
between

the

mental age and chronological age.

In

this study, the

l.<.;i.

waa obtained .from the score on the California Test of Mental Naturity,
Short i<"orm md could more precisely

be

termed t.he California I.:J.

One usually defines "reading" aa • reaponse

to

the Visual

stimulua of printed symbols. However, "we can dist.inguieh !our main
components in the interpretation ot printed matter. Brietly stated, they
are (1) word perception, (2) comprehension or the ideas represented by
the words, (J) reection to these ideas, (4) and aasiJ?lilation or
integration of the ideas

with

preVioua knowledge or experience. ''

2

Smith defines reading aa "interpretation of the printed page. In the
1Peter A. Bertocci, ''The Psychological Self, The 8go, and
Pnrsonalit.y, 11 in � !!!! !!l Growth, Teaching !!!! Learning, ed. by
Don E. Hamechek (Englewood Cliffs, ti.J.a Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 1965),
P• 19.

2w1111am s. Gray, On Their Own in ReacU.n& (Chicagot
Fore1111a1 n and Company, 196oJ; P• L4. -

Scott,
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process of interpretation the reader relates graphic symbols to hi.a own
tund ot experiences.

Interpretation requires both recognition am

l
perception."
Uegreea of freedom

(dt)

is a mathematical concept which retera

to the nwober of restrictions placed on the dataJ or the freedom left
when restrictions are imposed.
group.

One degree of fr eedom is lost. in

each

In a correlation problem, the elf are (N-2) where N is the mnber

of X-Y pairs.
Purpose ot the Stud,y
At the start of a research study,

attention should be given to

those basic assW11ptions which form the !oundation of the subject.

That

each pereon has a right to dignity, feelings of personal worth al'Ji of
self esteem is such a basic asaUl'lption.

"Children need experiences that

help thern respect them<;elvea and !eel valued by others.
security and self-esteem refiected in the feelings "'I

The ef'llotional
am

important• and

'people like me• are essential to the academic as well as the l90Cial
success of the child. n

2

\1hether a child experiences success or failure,

he must be able to !eel con.t'idently th.at he has value as a person.
Another basic supposition ia that all behavior is purposive.
Behavior does not just happen; it is caused in reeponae to sor:te need and
action and is orient,ed toward aatistaotion through rerooval or tensions

1

Henry P. Sn&ith, Psychology in Teaching Re!d!nJ (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J .s Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19°61)1 P• 23.
2
J.t"rances J. Huey, Teaching Pri••ry Children (New Yorka
Holt, Rinehart, and Winaton, Inc., 1965), P• 12.
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and frustrations brought about by that need.

Man ia a reactive being-

• unique individual capable of growth.
Asaumed in this study is that sel.1' concept must be learned.
The child has a conceptual value of self as determined by the attitudes
of significant adults around

him .

The various traits related to self

concept were formed in response to eome act or atti tucle on the part
ot theee significant people.
Anything that happens to an individual is cyolical in nature.
Any one incident may affect the complete individual.

Physical growth,

social adjuat.l'llent, emotional growth, and mental growth are interrelated.
Basic to the study is the asswrption that

A

person haa a

The cognitive need operates on every level

need to know and understand.
of growth.

the

child needs to know who he ia, that he has value as

person, and that he is free

to

a

explore the .tulfill."8nt � his needs.

Authorities concur that a child possesses within himself' the
pot&ntiality tor achieving the highest excellence of which he ia
capable.

His inner nature impels his •cti vity toward doing what his

capacities would h•T•
to btcome

who

him

to.

"The self realising need is the tendency

we are to actualise what is potentially within us, to

become all that we are capable of becoming. " 1
An individual's behavior will, at

all

his syate'l'll or atti tildes, ideals, and values.

tiJ!lea, be consistent

With

To be otherwise would

put in jeopardy his idealized self.

1Norman Roseman, "The School and Sel.f-Healiution, " Eduo•tional
Theory, XIV (October, 1964) , p. 287.
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With these basic asa1.mipti()nS in Mind, the purpose of this
study iai
( l ) to present

from available literature, research and

responsible writings by people of authority what. is known about the
self concept,

its attributes, aixl evolution.

�loration will be

111ade of both the ideal and conceptualized selt, as well as factors which
h.ave affected the direction of growth of the individual which in turn
influences

( 2)

the child ' s reaction to the world aroWld him.
to attempt to discover the rel.tionahip which exists between

the eelt concept

aa it relates _to pt!rsonall w arxl school achiev•ent.

Social perceptions of children, particuJ.arl.y those which touch on the
fandly and school environment,

will

be exardned in a search for taatora

which influence, predict, or even control acadend.c

(J)

auoceaa.

to examine personality, as it related to self concept in

an effort to dete:mine the extent, 1.f any, to which it ia related to
aucceaa in reading.

CHAPT!<ll

III

LITERATUR!:: AtID HB.Sr.:ARCH RKLAT100 TO
SL1..F QJNCEPT AND succ� ru HEADING
The Self and Personality
11Personallty ia tho dynamic organization within the iooividual
of those psychophysical s1st.arns that determine his unique adjuatraents

1

to hie enviroment"

states All;.port.

In general, this daf'inition seem•

in harmony with other persona in the field at this time.

Clearl,y,

personality i• a function or the individual aa he reacts and adjusts in
his o wn unique way to his environment 1n response to hia needa and wanta
in tenns of his own abilities and in tams of wat he perceives hia needs
to be.

The adjustiqents o r in some cases maladjustments are what the7

are because the acting self is "reacting to the world as it perceives,
imagines, or conceives that world and as it C0111pares or evaluates the
power or its activities and wants in a given 90cio-geographical
situation...

(New

1a.

Yorks

2

What e v er pti!rsonallty a selt develops is in direct

iv. Allport, ?ereonalitya
Holt, Rinehart & Winston,

!

'!cholo cal Interpretation
p. S

P

1937

,

•

2
Peter A . Bertocci, "The Psychological Selt, the �o, al'¥i
Personality, 11 !!!!. � !!! Growth, Teaching 2 Learnina, ed. by Don
E. Hamachelc (�nglewood Cliffs, N . J . 1
Prentice-Hall, 1965), p. 19.
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relation to and because ot those encounters with the conceived world o£
the individual.
Formation ot

Sel.t

Sometime during the f'irst twelve months ot life, the baby
discovers

hiaaeU'

(Al'Qea, 1952 ).

tollowa the separation of others

However, this realization o! aelt
frora

the envirornent.

Mother' s

voice (Oesell and Ilg, 1949) and hand are realized before hie own
voice and hand.

He

can recognize others

f'Jront

their pictures or ndrror

images before he can recognize himself ( Zasso, 1948) .

And yet, the

egocentric infant foma self concep·t.s about himself before concepts
ot others are formed (Ames, 1952 ) .

He then uses his selt concept as
l
a standard by which he interprets others.
"That Which we call the aelt comes into being as the child, with
all that is inherent in his r11ake-up, coua to grips vi.th the experiences
2
ot life."
The eelt, evolving and changing, in relation to experience•

within and ou.taide the family, is the al.Ult total ot the child ' s thoughts
and feelings• tears, hopes, what he believes himself
he .feels he has the potential to become.
the "•um-total of all that he can call

to

be and what

Aa Jamee put it, the seU is
)

him.n

1�llzabeth B. Hurlock, Child Development (New Yorks Hcilraw
Hill Book Cor4p•l'l1', Inc., 1956), P• 389, citing works by theae
authors.
2
Arthur T. Jersild, "Social and Individual Origine o! the Selt, "
, ed. by Don l� Hamaohek
The � in Orovth, Teaching !,!!!, Lea
(Englewo0d"9Clifts, N.J. a Prentice-H�l96$) , P • 196.

�

1

�>/illiaro J aes, Princi les of Psychology, 2 vols. (New Yorks
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1B90 , p.""1J5.
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Social Perception Relation to Attitudes
An examination of current journals in eocial. psychology reveals
much concern w1 th the problems of perception.

'ftle tem "social percept.ion"

is widely used to differentiate the nt•nner in which persona perceive
or infer the traits and intentions or •nother.

By the time a child

enters kinderg•rten or first grade, he has a vast history ot social
learning.

His perception of eelt and differentiations ot his social

enviroMent, though they be unatable and eTen indefinite in certain
areaa, in others may be strongly affixed.
When a youngster arrives at achool, he i s not jwst
personality.

an

individual.

He haa a concept ot himself' as p•rt ot a family with a

rather clearly defined socio-economic status baaed upon the father ' s
occupation, the street on which he lives, language and national
background, race and religion.

He has achieved a place •ong hi. a

peers and has had, in his process of eociallzation, 111uch cont.a ct vit.h
the culture' s ready-made social habits and social Yaluation•.

The School Situation and the Self
When a child enters school, whether k1!'¥iergarten or ti.rat
grade he learns, through contact with teachers and peer groups who he
iSJ his language, values, preferences, attitudes are all appraised
in the light of group processes.

The process of socialization and

personality developnent begun in t.he cradle oontinuee but in a wider
frame or reference.
·reachers and other adults as well as peer groups 'beco111e a part
of that group of significant persons which mold salt concept of the child.

28
lwory ettort muat be l'l)ade on the part or teachers of young children to
develop an adequate self-image for each child UBier her supervision.
Thia development is primarily fostered through "telling renectiona
of adu1ts around him.

A look, a touch, or a word can convey a

definition of himself that becomea a part of hia growing concept ot

l

himself as a person. "

li'eelinga of personal worth are enhanced when an adul.t shows
concem for the young child .

This can be through l'IK>Jllents of undivided

attention, questions, a kindness or polite gestures.

Bonds of n colllJ'llunication

are set up for the next interaction i n image building . "

A

2

successful school program teaches, " ' I like Tiie beeause I

worthy of being liked and I can do things.
they like Me and they help me.

I

am

like teachers bec•uae

I find pleasure in relationehipa with

other children becau�e I can trust them and I am sate vi th ther.i. •

�'Very

child who develops a positive self-image of himself and wh o learns to
!unction in aocial situations represents a valuable addition to the
total educational scheme . "
important than that

)

No aspect of the ac.ci•1111 c Ute is riiore

which fortifies each child ' s feelings that he 111 a

worthwhile 1ndiv1dual.

"The feelings of expansiveness that reslllt cause

him to move in the direction of the socially acceptable beha"Yior whi ch
the teacher is aponaoring ."4
l
Glenn u. Hallkea, "Building SeU-Imag• in Preschoolers• "

Instructor ( January,

1966 ),

2
Ib1d.

-

)Ibid. , P •

p. 27.

5h.

, PrimRa

4J. Frances Huey, Teachi
Rinehart. and Winston, Inc . ,

1965 ,

p.

4

•

Children (New York:

Holt
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Self' Concept as Related

to

Reading Success

Lecky contends that the child vho is not pereeived as being
bright by his parents sees hiMselt as not bright and comes
weighted

down

by

th1 �

1

self concept.

to

school

This inhibiting self concept

holds him back and hie attitude ia not one of iJ'XlUiry and curiosity,
but rather one which is reetrained, inhibited by hie concept of hirtseU'
as a slow or non-learner.

l'o be otherw1.as would represent a threat

to

hie seUhood as being in opposition to the concepts ot his parents.
He is constantly on the defensive

to

Maintain integri"tyJ

indif'terence or boldness, stubbornness or Withdrawal.
unhappy and conatantl.y threatened in
r8111aina true

to

While

t.he

his self-concept, am

t.ho

child seems

to

he

simulates

Whi1e he

may

school 81.tuation, still

nobod¥

can

be

ha

make hira learn anything.

be ensnared by this vicious

chain

ot

c1rcumetances, still it Must be remembered that all behavior is learned
in relation

to

significant people which grows out of needs.

indiViduale euch as a teacher or guidance pereon become
ot significant, people, they can do ntuch

to

'When other

vithin

the circle

modify am ltd.just this

destructive form of behrn.or.
The relationship between reading difficulty and personality
11aladjustMent has be&n widely studied.
which are difficult

Yorki

to

2

.ve are dealing w.i.th characteriatica

1denti� and 111sasure.

1i>. Lecky, Sel.f-COnsistencys
Island Presa, 1945), P• 38.

Orton

referred to indiT.1.dual.

! Theory 2,! Personality (Nev

Head�

2w-Jarren Cutt.a, Itesearch !!!
� � Middle Grades,
ice� Education, U.S. Otfice of
Bulletin Jl. washington, D. C. a Oft
Health, Education and Welfare, 1963, p. 18.

cases of poor readers who show " �pa thy, " "inferiority," and "mild
paranoid" reactions.

1

Gray also referred to "tilnidity" as a potential.

cause o! reading failure•

2

and Uates speaks of lack o£ persistence and

iruibility to sustain "a high level of integrat.ion and attention3 as a
character trait of 1�any children with reading disabilities.

Personality factors relating

to

learning were explored by Bird,

who conducted a study of tour to aix year olds.

4

Exal'llin1ng children or

normal intelligence and health, she toll.owed them caretU:Uy through one
process ot teaching reading.

or the 100 children in the study, JO were

round to have personality traits which constituted a handi�p to
learning to read.

Tr�its exhibited which inhibited learning were

unusual cra'Ying for attention or pr•iae,

shyness.

and di:.tra�tibillty.

Though this h and icapped group took longer to learn to read, they did

l earn .
No raatter which personali ty syrxirome children may show, they

are basically insecure, worried, anxious children vho are more concerned,
often on •n unconscious level, about basic emotional problems in their

lives, than they are about the difference between • b and d or between
!!! and .!!!•

AJ5 one

Tery inullature ten-year-old boy said in one o!

hi•

1iiat1onal t>ociety for the Stu� o f Education, 0The ri'eaching or
Readings A Second Report, " Thirtz-Sixth Yearbook_, Part I (Bloomington,
Ill.a Public School Publishing Company, l9J7), p. 92.
2

1>/1ll1am

I.>1.agnosis
(Chicagos

s.

Gray, et.

al.,

llemedial Cases !t! rtead�:

Their

� Treatment, SuonlemC\tary Edu cational Monographs, no. 22
University o! Chicago Press, 1922 ) , p. 20.

J
Arthur I. Gates, The IrnproTement ot Reading (New York :
�1acmillan Company, 19JS),

p:-101:

Journal,

4orace
VI

-

Bird, "Personality r'actore in
(June, 1927) , pp. 56-59.
B.

Learning, 11

Personnel
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therapeutic sessions, in which he frankly verbalized about his
ot his pre-school eister,
to

see what ny

�o

something behind
l
rriy �ind."

"I

just can't wait

ther and sister are doing.

my

back.

I

to

jealousy

get home from school

I'm a.fraid they will

do

just can't think with all these things on

In a recent study, Coleman, when attempting to determine if
achool rel�ted attitudes and
class were sitnilar to those

behaviors o f

ot

parents in the lower-working

parents in the upper middle class ·.1hen

both sets of parents had sons who were suocees!ul in

high

school found

that there was a definite discrepancy between parental school-reinforcement
behavior

and

expectaUons concerning their eons• educational achievement.

Parental expectation tend-1 to be hi..&b�r than school-reinforcement
2
behavior warrented in each case.
Toller concluded from a study of elementary school boys who
vere indirtdually tested tor both reading and I.Q. and were tree

boom

physical disabilities, that (1) retarded readers evaluate themselves
significantly ditferent tr0111 achieving readers.

They feel less accepted,

less adequate, and less secure in their relationship vi.th their tamUies,
peers,

uld

other adults.

They describe their private and social selves

less positively than the achievers.

( 2) Hetarded readers evaluate their

total self-concept less favorably

highly structured evaluation

1norothea NcCart.hy,

on

"Language and i>ereonal1t.y Development, 11
(November, 1952), p. 28.

� Reading Teacher, VI
2
Alvin Beverly Coleman, "School-Related Attitudes arxi Behaviors
of Parents of Achieving Adolescents," JJissertation Abstracts, UVIII,
1966, P• 47.
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instruments, and less favorably on leas-structured instruments.

( J)

Retarded readers evaluate themselves as having raore problems in

terms ot numbers and kinda, and are leas content and decisive in dealing
with them.

1

Research illustrating the uee of a selt-perception inventory
based upon self-concept and learning theories suggests the idea that
achievement rather than economic status is a dynamic factor in
comparative differences of self-perception.

Sel.f-esteem as a

perceptual subeet is affected by achievement.

2

-

Spach• linked learning difficulties with aelt concept and
urged teachers and clinicians to devote their eftori;a to methods which
would faeilit�te maturation or the selt-eoncept and to help it to
become more consistent and better integrated.

J

Tatwn found that there is a significant relationship between
what appear• to be the parent. • acceptance � their children and the
way children regard themselves aoo are regarded by their peers.

"The

sel.1' develops out o! social definitions of the ind.1vidual • a relationship
to the world around him.
and evaluate the person,

As other people illlport.nt in his life define
80

will he come to define and evaluate

1u1adye Schwarts Toller, "Certain Aspects of the Selt Evaluations
Made by AchieTI.ng and Retarded Readers of Average and Above Average
Intelligence, " Di ssertation Abstracts, .<XVIII, 1966, p. 976.
2
Hebecca Carroll, "A Comparative Study of the Selt Perct!rntiona
of Fifth-Grade Boys and Girle as Learners," Diesertation Abstracts,
XXVIT, 1967, P• 2933.
3
oeorge Spache, "The Learner' s Concept of Self," American
Council � Educational Studies, 1949, Vol. XIII, pp. 97-99.
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l
hirnself."

Silver noted, also, that the level and stability ot self

concept rating is
and

to

significantly associated

a lesser degree with

with parental.

maternal acceptance .

the general literature and .f'rom clinical and
the family has an

sharing

his life span,
behavior

influence on
in the

reflected from it.

In

study of

a

the

J

2

accepta nce

Shober found, from

And

experimental stud ies,

the child that reverberates throughout

format.ion

of his

relationship betw..n

personality

and the

immature selt concept

and certain educational disabilities of children in grades throe
six,

Bodwin !oimd

that

(1)

a positive

exiats between imrMture self concepts
correlation obt.aj.ned on
third grade
at the

and

1% level

thi s

and

manifested a
to

The

reading disabUi ties.

part of the investigation

vae .72

on the

significant

confidence.

Bledsoe found that underachievers in reading who made
significantly

through

and very significant relationship

.62 on the sixth grade level, both were
4

of

that

lower score

on

P.u!8sures of academic achievement aleo

predoMinantly negative perception

be different trom the self as

they expressed feelings

of

a

seen,

o! themselves, a delSire

and to a

significant extent,

confiict more trequent.J.7.

They also

1
c.n. TatU111 , "The Influence 0£ Parental Acceptance on Selected
Self Fac tor s in Children, " Dissertation Abstracts, XVII, 1957, p. 97.

2
A ••�. Silver, HThe Sel! Conceptz

Peer Acceptance,"

r t • s Helation to Parental
19$8, p. 166.

3E.J. Shoben, Jr., ''Toward a Concept of
American Psychologist, XI I (1957), PP• 183-189.
Concept

4Rayaond
P•

the

Nomal Personality, "

F. Hodvin, "The Relationship Between Ir.rnature Self
Uisabilitiee," Dissertation Abstracts,
16L5.

and Certain 1'ducat.:1on•l

XIX (1959)1

md

LJisBertation Abstracts, .a:x,
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were viewed by their teachers as displaying highdr problem tendencies.
It is eVident from these findings that, in population
atudies and in relation to the instrument used,
an overachiever in readi� is viewed positively

by himself, his teachers, and his peers.

Thia

outcome confim1 current opinion that achievement
atems from intrinsic motivation, as well as

ho"J.

the environMental responses to this achievement.

Gann

( 1945)

described retarded readers

(102

boys and girls from

grades three through six) as insecure and fearful in emotionally
challenging eituQtions.

(1954)

Using the Picture-Frustr•t1on Test, Spache

etated the retarded readers lacked selt-confidence, and further

described them as acceptant of blame in contact with adults but
compensator1ly overly aggressive toward peers.

Abrams

(1955)

studied

the feeling s concerning lifes role, ability to get satisfaction from
the environment and the quality of interpersonal relations of
two groups ot boys matched for age ( eight to twelve) , I . �. and years of
schooling but differing in reading ability.

He round the retarded

readers were insecure and irritable •s compared with the good achievers.
Cutts

(1956)

compared five nsatched pair• ot good and poor readers

chosen from seven hundred pupils in a consolidated rural-village school
district.

He stated that the poor readers were dependent whereas the

superior readers WP.Te tense, perfection1sts and leaders.

2

wattenberg found , on the primary level that self-concept, in
general, was more predictive of reading achievement in a group of children

�

l

ono t of
Joaeph In.ed�e and Karl c. Garrison, The Selt C
�;iementary School Children in Relation to TheirAc8cr;10 Ac evement,
Cooperative Hesearch ProjectlOOB (Atlieii'ii Un1vereity of Georgia,
College of : £ducation, 1962) 1 p. 29.

i

2
�. ,

P•

JO.

JS
tested in kindergarten

and again

in

the .f'1rst

The scores on

grade.

the Detroit 'Beginning First-Grade Intelligence Test were less predictive
than the teats administered tor self

concept.

the self concept seems to be an important

1

On

all age levels,

factor in achievement.

Brookover found that seventh-graders who had a

positive

attitude

toward their ability in a r,iven subject were high achievers in
that subject. Their self-concepts were more accurate predictors
than other established general eetimatee or ability.

2

A student's

self-concept also affects his motivation.
In sull'IJ!larizing the

evidence

in thi• area

agreement that children with certain

types or

there

"seems general

undesirable behavior habit•

or peraonal characteristics. and children struggling With deep
emotional conflicts faoe raore

than

average likelihood that they

the art of reading difficult to master. "
Robinson

8tates that

"•

3

significant

nurraber of retarded

give some evidence of emotional disturbances.
is higher than among an

will .tind

unselected population.

readers

Furthermore. the percentage
Therefore, one

may conclude

l
William w. Wattenberg and Clare Clifford, "R!!lation of Self
Concepts to Beginning Achiev9ment," Child Development. Xxx:l (June, 1964)
PP•

J.61-h67.
2

Wilbur B. Brookover, Shaller Thomas, and Ann Paterson, ''Self'Concept of Ability and School Aohievenent, " 5ociolog.r � Education,
X:XXVII (Spring• 1961.t). pp. 271-278.
3

�

Chester D. Bennett, !!! Inquir,i � � Genesis 2! � Read ,
Teachers College, Columbia University Contri buti ons to Education, no.�5,
Teachers College, Columbia University• New York City, 1938, p. J6.

that there is a detinite relationship between emotional r1aladjustment
and reading disability."1
In many cases, an accepting and insightful teacher can remove
the reading difficulty of a retarded reader who appears to be 91lotionally
maladjusted.

In such instances, success in learning to read vastly

improves emotional adjuat111ent.

learning should be used.

Any means £or locating blocks

to

l!..very effort should be «tXtended to learn

and understand how the child feels and thinks.

Gradually, it will be

possible tor the teacher to change the self-concept of the child

However thia "step

from an Wl8ucceasful reader to - a successful one.
is accomplished, not

by verbalization but by de1nonstration.

Thus it ia

necessary to begin with a task which can be done successfully.

Each ta ak

assii�ned • • • should provide an opportunity for successful performance .
At the same time, the range of tasks must be broadened, and the difficulty
must be gradually increased if progress occura. 11

2

The direction of the relationahip between reading and personality
ia difficult to establish troro group studies.

�ether reading failure

causes maladjustment or maladj ustment causes reading failure must be
established tor •ach specific case.

Berkowita and Hotman point out

emotional maladjustment can cause acadendc retardation, and academic
retardatJ.on can contribute considerably to a child ' s errt0tional

1Helen H. H.obinson,

tt

�tional Proble111s and Reading Disability, "

Frontiers of Elementary F..ducation, First Annual Conference on Elementary
Syracuse University Press,
Education,-;td. by
Glennon (New

1954),

P•

J.

51.

2
�· •

P•

52 .

Yorka

problema.

1

37
Bond and Tinker conclude that the relationship frequently

is circular in nature.

.�rl.Y raadill6 failure may lead to maladjustment,,

and this maladjustment in turn m� deter further growth in reading.

2

Challman has suggested, however, even when the child is both
emotionally maladjusted arxi

8

disabled reader, it is quite possible

that one complex of factors causod the emotional malQdjustment whereas
a different set of factors caused the reading disability . 3
Ho single factor has greater intpact on the learner
than what he thinks of himself.
Thia mental picture
of 'what I think I am• i s called • self-concept. •
Un.fortunately, the influence of the self
concept on reading success is sanetimes forgotten
in the busy schedule of the classroom.
'fhe child in a remedial class who onco said,
'KnoWing you• re bTowing keeps you going, • verbalized
one of the iil'lportant principle• of learningJ • aelf
concept of &'?'OWth keeps the learner at hi.a task.
'i'his boy's teacher had care!ull,y provided

lessons in which his pupil could clearly aee improvement.
Thia knowledge of growth gave the child pride in hi•
work, kept him trying, and built the idea, or
expectation, of success.

'rhis boy had reason to

believe he would be successful in the future; he
had been succesaful

1

in the past.

Pearl Berkowitz and i!.ster Rothman, "Remedial Reading for the
Clearing House, XXX (November, 1955), pp. 165-168.

Disturbed Child, "

!!:!!

2ouy

L. Bond and J"ilos A. TinkAr1 Heading Difficulties:
Appleton-Century-r.ro.rts,
oaie and Correction (New York t
Their Dia n
, , P• IOB'.
Inc., 195

)

3

Robert Challman, " Personality !�al.adjustments and Remedial
Reading , " Journal � r�ceptional Children. VI (October, 1939 ) ,

PP • 7-ll .

J8

But consider the self-concept or the six-year-old
boy who conrplained, ' I can't read. I can' t write.
And in first grade you can't talk . '
Hhile this boy' s statement were probably not
completely true-especially the last--his self
conc�pt seriously limited his success in reading.
Unt)l he saw himself as gaining &CX!Se skill in
reading and writing, his teacher towvi hirn a
reluctant learner.1

l
'l'heodore Clymer, "The Self-Concept rnnuencee Heading
Success , " [z
.Reader, Teacher' • ldi.tion, XXXVII, No. 21,
, P• 2.
(F·ebruary 2R, 9
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THE Il�KARCH STUDY
The Locale of the ,.,tudy
St.

iUmo,

Illinois is located in the south central part or the

etate approximately 80 miles from st. Louis.

It ia intersected by

Interstate 70 and United States 40 east and west and lllinoi• 12t3
-

north and south.

The Pennsylvania and Central and C:.stern Illinois

Railroads provide rail service.

Support for its �choola cMes from

agriculture ann crude oil which was discovered in the early 1940 1 a.
Though thift eource i� now declining, the income

from

this resource

has contributed much.
�>t .c;lmo is a "typical" S'llall town in the agricultural
•

midveat wit.h a population o! 1,650.

Its original settlers were of

Jerman extraction but over the years, especially With the innux of
people

in

the oil

boom,

its general character no longer renects its

German heritage.
The Population
Socio-economic variations represented by the children in the
study were not ext.re1T1e owing to the agricultura1 small town Rchool unit
in vhich all first grade children are integrated into
All but

81.x

two

of the u5 pupils had attended kindergarten.

school rooms.

Three of theee

pupils had mo"Yed into the unit and tha parents of the remaining three
39

pupils did not see v•lue in sending their children to kindergarten.
It was recognized at the onset of the study the limitations
placed upon it by the following conditions:

8arly achievement in

reading is related to a number of elements such as socio-economic
background, intelligence, general language development, neurological
limitations, gener•l health, educational taotors such • s teacher
effectiveness, physical and emotional maturation including sex
di.fterencea, vision, lateral dominance , and he8I'ing.

Therefore, in an

attempt to equalize those elenente which were obvious, no

child

was

included in the atatistical evaluation who failed the Massachusetts
Vision Test conducted by the school health nurse in Deceatber,
Youngsters who failed the

1967
85

were not included.

1967.

audiOllleter screening test also 1n Uecember,

No child was evaluated who scored lower than

on the California Test ot Mental Maturity, Fom A given in October.

Descriptions of the Tests Used
Ths following tests were used in this study for gathering datas

� i !acGini tie Heading Test,

1953;

1966;

California Test of Peraonali ty,

and California_ Test of �ental Maturity,

1957.

Information

relating to authorship, validity •nd reliability data and other
pertinent infonnation a s to the usefulness of these instruments to
this study are explained.

_California Test of. Personality
The California Test of PersonalitY. is designed to identi.£.Y and
reve•l the statue of certain highly i.fttportant factors in personality and
social

adjustment usually designated as intangibles.

The basic

organization or the test ie such that there is a balance between
per90nal and social adjustri.ent.

Personal adjustY!lent is Masur9d by

the 81.x areas of the test entitled Self Reliance, Sense of Per90nal
Worth, Sense ot Personal Freedom, Feelings of Belonging, Withdrawing
Social adjust.iitent is ••sured by

Tendencies and Nervous Sympt.oms.

six areas of the test entitled Social Standards, Social Sld.lle,

Anti-SOci•l Tendencies, Fmdly Relatiorus, School Relations, Occupation
Relations and ComWlity Relations.
The reliability coefticienta as computed by the Kuder

Richardson tor•ul.a tor California Teet ot Peraonality--tor Form AA
or

BB,

ia

.

88

with a Standard Error ot Measure ot .3.76J tor both

tome there is
cases was

.94

with a Standard �ror ot

.5 • .38.

The number ot

2SS.

The specific iteme from each section of the teat have been
made equivalent by the proceas of having each item ot Fol"11 AA utched
with an equivalent item or Form
power, and internal consi stency.

BB

as to difficulty, discriminative

Therefore, the etandard deviations and

the meana are identical and t.he reliability data appl,y equally to
Forms AA and

BB.

The authors ot this test are Louis P. Thorpe, Ph• .u. (Northwestern},
willis ri.

Clark,

£d.il (So. California) and a-nest

w.

Tiegs, Ph.D. (M.nneaota ) .

l'he origirual sources of the items Which appear in this teet were the
publications of psychologists and also based upon orig�l research
by the authors.

"The specific adjustment patterns which they held to

be the best indicat.ors of adjustment (or lack ot it) were eel.acted froat

thia

1

literature aa criteria of adjuat111ent. •

However, these ps7aholog1sta

did not agree on points of the test, therefore, five other educational

and five other clinical paychologiata j udged the appropriateness of
eliminating the least desirable of these criteria.
ln a study b1 1'..'llis, on the infomation received tl'om 4 judges
rating 60 categorised questions and 6o analogous interview items,
it was concluded that the great majority of subjects give less favorable,

or what may be called more incriminating, responses
naire than they

do to

the intervi ew.

to the

question-

The conclusion of this study

was that the questiormaire is as satisfactory as the interview and

for more ego-involving questions, it may produce 110re self-revealing
data.

2

Gate!' t!ac01ni tie Heading Test
Gatee liacginitie lteadi.ng Te�, Primary A, Fora 2 which was used
for testing reeding development. in this nu� vaa conat.ructed and
teated on

110•115

subjects in J8

comra

uniti•••

coefficient tor vocabulary tor Primary A is
reliability, am

.91

The reliability

.96

tor split-balt reliability.

for

utemate form

Co11prehenllion vae

similar with .8) tor alternate tom reliability, and
half reliabUit1.

The use or

a

.94

tor eplit-

testing d4"1.ce auch as this by

1

Louis Thorpe, Willis Clark, and Ernest Tiegs, Manual,
California Test or Peraonality (t-'.onterey, California 1 California

Test Bureau,

195'31',

P•

7.

2

Albert Ellis, "Questionnaire Versus Interview P.ethods in the
Study of HUJllan Love Relationships, " Anterican Sociological. Review,
XII

{February, 1947) ,

PP•

$41.-53.

43
authorities ot such outstanding qualifications as Arthur

I. llate• and

Walter H. HacOinitie, Teachers College, Columbia University, hardly
need corroborating statements as to their value to the cla•aroom
teacher.

y
California Short-Form Test of ��ental Haturit
The California Short-Fo?'!ll Teat ot Mental Maturity vaa written
by Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Ph.D. ( Colm1bi a ) , Willis w. Clark, E.D.

(So.

California ) , and �neet \v. Tiegs, Ph.D. (Minneaota ).

As an instru111ent

tor apprai•ing 11tental development or mental capacity, it reveals
information that is basic to any interpretation or present tunctionina
and future potential in a relatively specific but critical area of
hW'llan activity.

Using caretully selected and validated it•s, this

test samples mental processes in tour areaas

spatial relationships,

logical reasoning, nWJMtrical reasoning, and verbal concepts.

Tv o

score•, Language and Non-Language, together with the tour taotor ecores,
produce significant interpretive data tor teachers, counselor• and
psychologists.
The coefficients of reliability and related eta,istica tor the
California Short-Fo� of Mental M•t�t,y. Primary• tor the second grade
are as tollowss
Non-Language is

Reliability Coefficient. for t.nguage is

.82

and Tot•l Data is

.87.

•

72•

The nUJ11ber of cases va•

Data was computed by the split-halves method and oorrectecl by the
Speaman-B.rown tomula.
Validity tor this testing device evolved

.trom

• conceptual

fr•mevork based upon the work of the late Dr . Sulliv•n vho was a

193.

44
.,,er1

COD1petent ed&1e•tion•l psychologist who specialised in the Stanford

Binet.

The indiv.idu•l teat items were prepared and subjected to

sta tistical item analyses
mental ages.

to

ensure correlation with Stanford-Binet

'nlese items were co.mbined to comprise the original Cali!orni�

Te at 2!__ t�ental

�:aturity, a battery of test

a derlsed to

measure by

group methods the same higher r.tental pro cesses which previously could
only be measured by individual a<hiniatrations of the Stanford-Binet.

&

The Plan ot the Stu

1..Wt Gate• Ka cOini tie Prilllary Readi!JJ Teat, Primary A, Form

2

was given in Februvy to tort.Jr-fiTe children in the tirst gr�e at the
St. i<:J.mo Sle111entary School tor the school 7ear
were test�d in their home room by their

own

1967-68.

Youngetere

teachers.

One week later, the Calito�• Test ot PereoM!!Y, Form AA
was

given to the same youngsters in gro\iJ)& ot thr" to six dependi�

upon the judgment of the exaniner a s to the maturity •nd general ability
of the pupil.

Very immature students were tested in

enable the examiner

saall groups to

to help them keep their place in the teat booklet..

Since a mark below 11yee" or "no11 waa the requirement.• •nd. since these
youngsters were in their sixth l'QOnth of first grade• the response system
was

sufficiently ei.-nple to prsaent

no

probl81n.

The California Short-Fom Test of Mental Maturit1, Pril'llary
S-Fonn had been �inistered in �eptember,

1967.

Thia data was used

as a cut off device to circumvent the influence of low mental ability
upon both the reading score and pos sibly the p4'reonality score.
child was included in the study who scored below

85

No

on the Californi•

Test of MentAl Metorit
y.

As nearly •• possible.

cl•aaroom

cond1tiona

were iuint•ined throughout •11 the testing.

Treatment ot nat•
The composite raw score of the C� lifornia Test 0£ Personality
Total points on all net.ions or the Gatoa-l''. aoOini tie Reading

was used.

Pupil scores in tAbular torm appear in the

Test were tabulated.
appendix.

The Coefficient of Correlation between pereonality and

reading achievement
formula.

wea

detend.ned by the Peareon Product lioment

The .following correl�tiona were detenlineda

and reading success in the total population of

21

reading success in the
in the

24

girls,

(4)

boys,

( J)

4S. (2)

personality

and

(1)

personality

pereon•lity and

reading success

per80nality and reading success in the

youngsters who scored highest in reading and
reading sucoeas in the

10

( S)

10

per aonality and

youngsters vho scored lowest in reeding.

Results
With the limitationa a s previously recognised, one �ight concludes

(1)

that the correlation between reading ability and per eonality

scores in these torty-tive first grade children 1• positive •nd

1

substantial or marked.

\Jhen detemining the significance of •

coefficient correlation it is necessary to consult a table to determine
Levels of Significance either at the

l

.o5

(the probability of being wrong

Henry Garrett, fil.S11entary Stati•tics
Green and Col'llpany, 1956), P•

116.

(New

Yorka

Longmans.

46
one time out ot 100 tiJnee in repeating the study wner the sanie
conditions ) .
was

The Pearson "roduct-�oment correlation ( r )

found to

o f .66

be significant at the .01 level (a min1JilU11t r of

1• neeeesaey) .

.30

2

TABLE l
COHH:il.ATION OF iliw.>If'.O ACHil�VEMENT AND
TEST SCOUES

PERSONALITY

No. o!

Group
·rotal

dt

Subject•

r

10

43

.66tt

Girl•

24

22

.6)*

Boys

21

19

.ro--

10

8

.so

10

8

.h5

Population

Ten Highest on
Reading Achievement
Ten Lowest on
Reading Achievement

*Significant at the .01

Level

'fable !--Thia taible should be read as .tollowaa
r'or the total
population ot 45 eases. the co-e.f'ficient ot correlation (r) i a .66
with a dt of

43.

(2)

that the correlation between reading ability am

group of twenty-one boys i• positive and

personality scores in a
substantial or marked;

2
�·•

P•

152.

•

Pearaon Product-Mortent correlation (r) of

.70

47
was round to be significant at the

.01 level (minimWll r ot .43 is

necessary).

(J)

that the correlation between reading •bility and

personality scores in the group of twenty-tol.ll' girls in this group
was positive and substantial or naarkedJ a Pearson Product-Moment
correlation (r) of
level

(a

.6J

minimum r of

(4)

was found to be significant at the

.01

.4o is necessary).

that the correlation between reading ability and

personality development tor the ten youngsters who soored lowest
on the reading test and personality scores i s positive and
substantial or marked ; a Pear son
of

.45

?rod uct-1-'ontent correlation ( r)

was found but was not significant at the

be a s large aa

(5)

.6J

to be aignificant at the

.o5

.oS

level ( the r must

level ) .

that the correlation between reading ability and

personality development for the ten youngsters who scored the highest
on their reading test and their personality ecorea i a positive and
substantial or marked; a Pearson Product-Mo11ent correlation ( r ) of

. 50 was found but was not significant at the .OS level (the r must
be as large as

.6.3

to be aignif'icant at the

.o.5

level ) .

CHAPT.llll V
SUMMARI AND
ObserYations made

CONCLUSIOlllS

tro11 reading of the development ot aelt

in young children and from varioua per80nality traits diaplayed.
by first graders who were 1n th• midst or the prooeu ot learning
to read led � th• question as to whether • strong poaitiv.
relationship might exist between personality and reading development.
Jilrom a aurvey ot literature and available research one ma1
conclude that this relationship does, in tact, exist.

Children need

the security that comes troa success and social acceptance.
threatens the self

concept

both trom within and without.

Failure

Failure in

an undertaking so highly valued in our society as i• auccesa in
educ•ti.onal endeavors poses a large and oontinuing threat to a chil.d ' a
emotional developntent.
Reports of research studies •-nt• au.tticient to support the
hypothesis that a true

and aigniticant rela�ioMhip does exist between

the self concept aa it relates to pereonallty and aucceae in read.1� .
While there are innwnerable Yariationa and pattern• of oausaUon tor
failure in reading am. for pereo llllity problent•, yet each case i a
unique.

It remains the task ot the reading person to b4tcorae !'antUiar

with both reading and peraonality disabilities and proYide taW>rable

48

le
conditions in which the child

can

come to gripe with thoae aspect• ot

his multifaceted probl91'11.
There are three simple and fundamental procedures tor
at.tacking this interrelat.Mi problenia

(1) accept each child and

appreciate him as an individual who shares with all human being•
the right of being hi.Jllaelf,

(2)

assess carefully his reading level

ot ability and provide books ard 111aterials Which will insure him
success in the reading adventure and ( 3) give recognition al¥1 reward
for genuine succesa no matter how alight by keeping the pupil .ware ot
his progress.
I<esearoh fails to prove conclusively and authorities dia9gree
as to whether reading difficulty 1• a symptom ot underlying pereonal.1.ty
conflict or, on the other hand, whether inability to !unction
successfully in the reading aituat.ion •1 create the confi.ict..

The

teacher or reading will not need dwell too long on this enigma but
rather take stepa to do what her experience and genuine concern direct.a
her to do tor an unhappy child who c annot tree hia energies tor learning
to read and has becOJfte or possibly will become 11aladjuated.
In the exper111umtal project connected with this study1 reading
t.eet scores and peraon•l1ty test scores were secured tram 45 first grade
pupils in St. Bl"'°• Illinoie.

A correlation study to detemine the

degree of correspondence between the two wa• C0111p uted.
The results appear to support concluaiona that there is a
relationship between reading ach1ev91l'lent and personality develoJ)l11ent
tor the total population, tor the boy• and tor the girls in separate

groupings.

The correlation obtained was

.63

tor the girls, and

.01

level.

.70

.66

for t.otal population,

for the boys, all three significant at the

The results were cons1derabl,y less po•itive for the ten younget.era
who scored highest on t.he reading teat and tor the ten youngsters who
scored the lowest on the reading teat.

The correl•Uon obtained waa

.50 !or the ten highest foungst.er• and .4S for the ten loweat
youngetera, neither significant at the

.05

level.

APPENDIX A

DATA lmR ALT.. S�lBJr:cTS USl!ll IN TH!<; S'i'IIDY

PUPIL

Ri�ADHA1

SOORE

Pf:RSONALITr

1

80

70

2

66

87

)

62

61

4

6o

61

5

6o

66

6

51

87

7

S6

)9

8

SJ

84

9

SJ

S6

10

51

74

11

50

6o

12

47

81

13

47

67

14

46

7S

15

45

S6

16

L4

81

17

43

76

18

43

46
51

SOORE
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PUPil..

HEADDll SCORE

Pr�
n
«t1NALITY
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19

43

73

20

42

62

2l

J8

84

22

37

70

23

.)6

76

24

JS

58

25

33 .

88

26
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7S

27
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4S
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�
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6o
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29

61.
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59

36
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40
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42
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43

18

59

44
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81

h5
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SCATTj;;flORAt·f> REPR�RNTOO OORRfLATION OF

WIT;! VERTICAL

COEFFICIENT

SOORES RETNG READTID TEST SCORES AHD

OOHI1.0NTAL SCOR� BEING PFBOO HALITY TEST SCORES

•4�
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